Route for Hyatt Regency Denver
(Numbers on the map indicate miles)

1. Exit Hyatt Regency’s front doors & turn R at 15th St
2. Turn R at Welton St, then R again at W. Colfax Ave
3. At Speer Blvd, cross one crosswalk, immediately turn R & in 50 feet descend the entry ramp to the Cherry Creek Trail on the L
4. Cross the creek bridge at the ramp’s bottom & head to the R (north) along the creek’s left bank for about one mile
5. Just before the creek’s end at the Platte River, ascend one ramp, run past the pedestrian bridge & curve L onto the riverside path
6. Go south along the river for a mile, run beneath I-25, then turn R, cross a bridge & run counter-clockwise around the stadium
7. Return back to the Hyatt Regency, completing approx. 6 miles
8. Note: The Cherry Creek Trail also runs south (red dash) for miles

**Disclaimer:** The attached running/walking course identifies distances and routes and was created by an independent mapping source (the “Creators”). This map was not created by the Hotel. It is provided as a courtesy to our guests. The identified routes are on public streets and ways. As the Hotel and Creators have no direct or indirect control over public areas, we urge you to use common sense for your own safety and security. The Hotel and Creators in no way guarantee the safety or condition of the identified routes. Please observe all rules and posted signs and warnings, including traffic signals.

1. We do not recommend that you jog alone or jog at night.
2. Always carry identification.
3. Please be careful around intersections and roadways.
4. You are jogging at your own risk. Just as you may be careful in a familiar area, you should be more careful in an unfamiliar area. Be aware of your surroundings at all times and keep alert. The Hotel and Creators accept no responsibility for any guest who chooses to jog.
5. Auto and pedestrian traffic is least congested between 10 am and 3 pm.